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object/category permission Back btn corrupted

Status
 Closed

Subject
object/category permission Back btn corrupted

Version
13.x

Category
• Error

Feature
Permission

Resolution status
Fixed or Solved

Submitted by
Geoff Brickell

Lastmod by
Geoff Brickell

Rating
★★★★★★★★★★★★ (0) 

Description
In both the object and category permission admin screens the URL for the Back btn at the top left of screen is not being properly formed

Looking at tiki-objectpermissions.tpl line 6 the variable $referer must already have the full URL and then the URL root is being prepended again

This bug can be seen in the current dev site

seems to be fixed now

Importance
10 high

Priority
50

Demonstrate Bug (Tiki 19+)

Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org

Version: trunk ▼

Ticket ID
5346

Created
Saturday 19 July, 2014 08:15:48 GMT-0000
by Geoff Brickell

LastModif
The original document is available at
https://dev.tiki.org/item5346-object-category-permission-Back-btn-corrupted
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